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Development of  ISUM  element  to represent

girder structure  and  its application  to the

double bottom structures

collapse  behavior of
collapse  analysis  of
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgroundtothereseareh

 When  a  ship  cncounters  extrcmcly  severe  weathcr

conditions,  and  some  of  its members  are  damaged

because of  collision or greunding, or if the plating

thickness has redueed  due to  corrosion  and  thickness

diminution and  it can  no  longer demonstrate the  initial

rigidity and  strength,  thcn not  only  is there a chance  of

damage to local structural elements,  but also  there is a

possibility of  overall collapse  of  the stmcture.  Such a

collapse  of  the ship, as observed  from past instances, is

direct]y linked to loss of  lives and  marine  pollution from

oil spMs,  which  may  develop into a social problem. By

introducing reliability engineering  as the concept  of

stmctural  safety of  the ship, the probability of  major

accident  to a ship  can  be evaluated.  Consequently, the

concept  of  setting levcls of  risks rclated  to ship  accidents

that arc acceptablc  to the society  has been gaining

popularity. The Common  Structura] Rules (CSR) of

IACS  cvaluates  the ultimate  huH girder strength  fbr hull

breakagc, whlch  is the most  typical mode  of  overall

collapse  ofthe  hull, and  specifies  requirements  to restrict

such  a risk to a standard  level acccptable  to the society.

 To evaluate  the probability of  overa]1 collapse  of  the

hull, however,  all scenarios  that can  cause  hull structural

damage and  collapse  modes  need  to be assumed.  Loads

acting  on  hull structures  in such  scenarios  must  be

estimated  with  good accuracy.  Moreover, progressive
collapse  of  structural elements,  such  as  panel and

stiffened  panel until the overall collapse  must  be

represcnted  so that the ultimate  strength  of  the hull

structure  can  be estimatcd.  To respond  to this

requirement,  using  elastoplastic  large deflection analysis

considering  geometric and  matcrial  non-Iinearity  as an

evaluation  tool is probably the most  firndamental method

of  solving  this problem. Fine mesh  size  expressing

buckling and  collapse  of  stmctural  eleinents  is necessary

in elastoplastie  large deflection analysis  using  the  finite

element  mcthod.  If the stmcture  to be evaluated  is a  large

scale  structur ¢  such  as  a  ship  structure,  the number  of

nodes  of  the rnodel  and  the number  of  degrees of

freedom  a]so  become very  large. However,  it is very

diffieult to pcrfbrm  elasto-plastic  large deflection

analysis  of  a  large scale model  with  a  1arge number  of

degrees of  frcedom  because ofthe  limitations ofm ¢ mory

capacity  and  processing power. Accordingly, the

development of  an  elastoplastic 1arge defiection analysis

method  with  excellent  calculating  efficiency  and  high

accuracy  as a design tool or a strength  eyaluation  tool for

hull structurc,  which  also  considers  the degradation in

rigidity due to yield of  buckling of  the material,  is

anticipated.

1.2 About  the status  of  research  related  to

     idealized structural  unit  method

 The idealized stmctural  unit  method  (ISUM) is an

analysis  method  based  on  a  new  concept  that enables

collapse  analysis  for general stmctures,  and  was

proposed  by Rashcd et  al. 
3)'4}'S)ISUM

 is a  method  that

makes  use  of  matrix  calculations  similar  to ordinary

Finite Elcment  Mcthod  (FEM); however, the elements

used  in ISUM  are  much  larger than FEM  elements.  The

gcometric and  material  non-linearity  are  idealized and

included in equations  that express  the rigidity  of  the

ISUM  element,  Increasing the size  ofthe  element  means

reducing  the  number  of  nodes,  which  essentially  means

reducing  the unknown  numher  of  degrees of  freedom  to

be solved.  Accordingly, the  time for ISUM  analysis

becomes much  shorter  than  that for FEM.

 TheTe is ne  change  in the fundamental concept  ofISUM

even  today. However, after  the proposa] by professor

emeritus  Ueda,  revisions  have  been  made  by  many

researchers,  and  the idealization method  has developcd

significantly. The technological deyelopment of  ISUM

unti1 new  can  be divided into thc three  generations

mentionedbelow.

 The  first generation ISUM  element  proposed  initially

uses  a  method  that takes buckling of  plates causing

*  Reseurch lnstitute
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decrease in rigidity  under  compressive  loads, as

reduction  in the effbctive  width  of  pane], and  expresses

this reduction  in effective  width  by  a  numerical  formula.

The  ISUM  element  based on  this mcthod  was  developed

during subsequent  researeh  to cope  with  combined  loads

expressing  dccrease in load-canrying capacity  after

ultimate  strength,  etc., and  increased its scopc  of

application.  On the other  hand, however, the equations  to

express  element  rigidity  to represent  these responses

became extrcmely  complex,  and  fhrthcr devclopment

was  difficult.

 The second  generation ISUM  elemerrt  proposcd by

Masaoka et  al  
6}'

 
7)
 expressed  geometric non-linear

rcsponse  duc to buclding by exprcssing  not  only  in-plane

deforination but also  out-orplane  deformation by shape

functions used  in ordinary  FEM,  This new  technique

h¢ lped to shift  issues in forrnulating ISUM  from  the

idcalization ofnon-linear  behavior by difficult numerical

expressions  to selection  of  correct  shape  ftmctjons with

the  minimum  number  of  degrces of  frccdom,

 Morcoyer, the third gcncration ISUM  element

devcloped by  Fojikubo, Kaeding  et  al 
g}'

 
9}'

 
iO)'

 
ii)

 inherited

the  idealization method  ofnon-lincar  response  by  second

generation shape  functions, made  use  of  new  shape

functjons, and  combined  various  kinds of  shape

timctions for multiple  loads. Thc  ISUM  accuracy  was

enhanced  by using  thesc  modifications.  The  prcscnt

generation ISUM  clement  can  represent  the  coLlapse

behavior of  stiffbncd  panel by  combining  beam  column

elemcnts  with  ISUM  elements,  thcrcby incrcasing its

applicability  to structures.

1.3 Objectivesofthepresentresearch

 FLljikubo, Olaru, et ai 
i2),

 carried  out research  on

collapse  analysis  of  double bottom  structures  by  using

Timoshcnko beam  elements  in the girder structure, as

part of  the study  on  the application  of  ISUM  to actual

stmctures.  This study  has confirmed  that collapsc

behavior could  be correctly  simulated  by comparing  with

the results  ofnon-lincar  FEM  analysis.  On  the  other  hand,

however,  ISUM  estimated  ultimate  strength  on  the

unsafe  sidc,  Olaru, et  al, suggested  that buckling due te

in-plane bending loads of  floors observed  in non-linear

FEM  (hereafter called  
''buckling

 in in-plane bendingii)

was  not  being represented  in ISUM,  as  a  probable cause.

 Thercfore, the objectives  of  the present rescarch  are  to

develop ISUM  eLement  that can  repTesent  a  girder
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structure in which  buckling in in-planc bending takes

place and  using  thc developed ISUM  elcment  in the

col]apse  analysis  of  double bottom  sttucturc  instead of

the Timoshenko bcam  elements  used  in past research  to

enhance  the aecuracy  of  estimation.

2. Development  of  ISUM  element  to

      represent  buckling in in-plane bending

2.1 Objectives

 To perform collapse  mialysis  ofdouble  bottom stmcture

with  high accuracy  by ISUM,  which  is the objective  of

this research,  not  only  ISUM  element  that can  cxpress

the so-callcd  flangc plates of  the bottom shell  plating and

inner bottom plating, but also  ISUM  clement  that can

express  a  girder structure  consisting  of  noors and  girdcrs

lsnecessary,

 Until now,  the third generation ISUM  element  has been

developed  mainly  for cxpressing  the stmctural  responsc

of  flange plates. For this reason,  tensilc/compressivc

in-plane loads in two  axial  directions and  loads due to

water  pressure are  assumed  act  on  this ISUM  elemcnt,

and  it is designed to represent  collapse  bchavior

including decrease in rigidity  due to buckling, Eff'ects

on  elastic defbrmation and  yielding fbr shear  loads and

in-plane bending loads can  be considered  in this ISUM

element.  Therefore, it is suitable  fbr conditions  in which

low-level shear  loads and  in-planc bcnding loads act, On

the other  hand, when  high level shear  loads or  in-plane

bending loads acts  on  a  girder structure,  buckling occurs

bccause of  these loads, and  it may  affect  the in-plane

rigidity,  It can  be considered  that an  ISUM  elcment  that

do ¢ s not  have  thc deflection functions to cope  with  such

buckling ean  not  cope  with  this phenomenon.

 According  to studies  by Olaru et ali2), the ultimate

strcngth  of  a  rectangular  panel resisting  shear  loads in a

girder structure  having dimensions and  stiffbncr  spacing

used  commonly  in the hull structure,  is practically at  the

yield stress  level. Moreover,  it has also  been confirmed

that a  tension ficld is forTned and  almost  no  decreasc in

load-carrying capacity  after  ultimate  strength  occurs.

This finding means  that cvcn  if defiection shape

functions for shear  buckling are  introduced, the

estimation  accuracy  does not  improve significantly; so

such  factors need  not  be  introduced, Therefore, Research

has bccn  carried  out  on  ISUM  element  that can  represent

buckling in in-plane bending as  part of  the development

ofISUM  element  for reproducing  girder structure.
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2.2 Series calculation  by non-linear  FEM

     analysis

2.2.1 Details ofanalysis  conditiens

 Series calcu]ations  have  been performed using  a  modcl

in which  the aspect  ratiu and  plating thickncss  of  panel

are  varied,  with  the purpose of  studylng  thc  collapse

behavior of  rcctangular  panel under  pure in-plane

bending loads.

 Boundary conditions  are assigned  as fbllows: simply

supported  on  four sides  for out-oflplane  displacement;

condition  to keep two  longer sides straight as shown  in

Fig. 1, and  two  equal  and  opposite  ang]es  ef  rotation  e

given to the suppert  points A  and  B. Moreovcr,  the

displacement in the y direction of  point B is free so that

no  axial  force is generated even  when  the neutral  axis is

shifted  for yield and  buckling. MSC.Marc  is used  in the

analysis.  The initial deflcction mode  is taken as one  half

wave  x  one  halfwave,  and  its maximum  value  is taken as

1O%  of  th¢  platc thickness. The  material  characteristics

are  as  below.

 Yield Stress: uy=313.6  MPa

 Yt)ung's Modulus:  E-205.8 GPa

 Poisson'sRatioi v=O.3

 Strain HardeningRate:  H=O.O

2.2.2 Results of  analysis  and  discussion

 Fig. 2 shows  the defoimation of  pancl of  aspect  ratio 2

and  plate thickness 15 mm,  and  Fig. 3 shows  the

distrjbution ofMises'  equivalent  stress,  as  an  example  of

the results  of  analysis.  When  bending load acts  on  a

rectangular  panel, buckling is such  that deflcction

deveLops mainly  on  the compression  sidc  in in-p]anc

bending  of  panel. For this rcason,  even  halfLwaves

defleetion mode  atong  x direction is generated different

from the case  when  in-plane compressive  ]oad acts.

Observing the distribution of  Mises' equivalent  stress

(Fig. 3(b)) when  the ultimatc  strength  of  the panel is

reached,  the parts near  the shorter  edge  on  the

compression  side and  tcnsion side have yielded. Whcn

the  yield area  near  the reEevant  position has increased to

a  certain  level, the ultimate  strength  is reaehed.  If thc

angle  of  rotation  is further increased after the ultimate

strength, deflcction also  increases, but no  noticeablc

change  in the defiection mode  is observed.  The  range  in

which  the  Mises' equivalent  stress  becomes  lowest, seen

in the white  band  parallel to the y axis  in the distribution

of  Mises' equivalent  stress,  expresses  the position ofthc

CtassNK  TECHNICALL  BULLETIN  2008

neutrat  axis.  Observing the distribution of  Mises'

equiva]ent  stress of  Fig, 3(c)(d), the state of  shift of  the

neutral  axis  in bending  to thc  lower side  (tension side

bcnding  of  structure)  can  be confirmed.  The  shift of  the

neutral  axis  is because deflection occurs  mainly  in the

compression  side  in bcnding of  the structure  and  such

part ofthe  plate doesn't carry  compressive  loads.
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Table 1 Model for ana]ysis

alb

Thickness
2.0 3.0

10mm oc2tlOot3tlO

15mm oc2t15a3t15

20mm ot2t20ot3t20

 Next, Fig. 4 and  Fig. 5 show  the relationship  betwcen

angle  of  rotation  and  moment  of  the  edges  subjected  to

bending mornents.  The  angle  ofrotation  and  moment  are

expressed  as  dimensionless quantities, divided by initial

yield values.  When  the plate thickness increases, not  only

buckling strength  and  ultimate  strength,  but also  the

angle  of  rotation  varies  at  the ultimate  strength.  The

change  in angle  ofrotation  at  ultimate  strength  according

to the plating thickness means  that the spread  of  yield

area  at  the  moment  of  ultimate  strcngth  varics

considcrably  according  to the  plating thickness. This

phenomenon  is different from the collapse  behavior of

panel under  eompressive  load that it surely  reaches  at

ultimate  strength  when  the mean  compressive  strain

becomes almost  equal  to the  yield strain.  Moreover,  the

decrease in load-carrying capacity  after  ultimatc  strcngth

is not  so  abrupt.

 Next, the transition of  out-ofplane  deflection mode  of

panel with  aspect  ratio  2 and  plating thickness of  15 mm

of  Fig. 6 is studied.  Al, A2, A3, A4  express  the

amplitudes  of  one  ha]fwave to four ha]fwave modes

along  the longer sides of  the panel. From  this figure, the

development  of  one  halfiwave mode  and  two  halfiwave

mode  ean  be  confirmed  to be notable.  These  two  modes

form typical shapes  for buckling in in-plane bending as

38

shown  in Fig. 2. Thc  amplitude  of  defiection modc  above

three halfwavc modc  also  becomes large, but thc timing

at which  developmcnt starts  is after  the ultimatc  strcngth,

and  mainly  expresses  the change  in defiection shape  due

to yie]d. Even in panels in which  the plating thickness

and  aspect  ratio  are  different, t]]ere is very  little

differencc compared  to the  transition of  out-ofplane

deflection modic  mentioned  above.  Incidentally, an  ISUM

element  that has appropriate  deflection function can

expresses  the defiection shape  that occurs  due to

buckling more  accurately  and  can  represcnt  the collapse

behavior including change  in the in-plane rigidity  after

buckling and  ultimate  strength.  Consequently, based on

rcsults  of  studics  of  deflection mode  obtained  from

non-lin ¢ ar  FEM  analysis,  two  preposals can  bc

considered,  one  is assigning  up  to the  two  halfwavc

rnodes  of  Al  and  A2  as  defiection shape  function, and

the  otheT  is assigning  up  to the  four halgwave  rnodes  of

Al  to A4. To  decide which  ofthe  proposals to use,  trial

caleulations  of  the  ISUM  analysis  have  been  carried  out

using  both proposals in practice, considering  estimution

accuracy  and  calculation  costs.
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      Fig. 6 Transition ofdefiection  mode  of  ct2t1  5

 2.3 Deflection function to express  buckling in

      in-plane bending

  ISUM  expresses  deflection arising  from  buckling by  a

 deflection function. Thc  paramcters expressing  the

 magnitude  of  defiection are  treated  as  indcpcndcnt

 degrees of  freedom  similar  to nodal  displaccmcnt Thc

 dcflection functions considered  in ISUM  element  in the

 past were  only  symmctric  componcnts  such  as  one

 halflwave, three  haliwaves,  and  so  on.  In contrast,  the

 detlection shapc  undcr  in-plane bending load includcs

 asymmetric  components  such  as  two  halflwaves and  four

 halflwavcs. AccordinglM  a  larger numbcr  of  defiection

 modes  needs  to be  considered  in deflection functions.

 For this reason,  th¢  cquation  below gives thc gcncral

 notation  for a shape  having  rnultiple  deflection modes.

    w(x,y)=  :ll) A, sin lStixsin gy a)
              i

  The assumption  is that the initial deflection we  of  the

 wavefonm  same  as  that  of  equatjon  3.1 occurs  in this

 panel.
               rt ,

    wo(x,y)  =2Ao,  sin  
!itllxsin

 Zy (2)
               i

  By  substituting  equations  (1) and  (2) in the Airy's stress

 fUnction considering  large deflection, the in-ptane

 strain-defiection  rcLationship  below ean  be obtained.

     Ot.c
Ent 
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 EitT 

-T2a2
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            ij
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    Since the superimposition  of  many  deflection modes  is

   expressed  by a  general notation  and  used  to formulate a

   stiffhess  equation,  the number  of  deflection modes  and

   typcs  eonsidered  ean  be arbitrarily  changed  by simple

   programmodification.

   2.4 Validating the accuracy  of  the  developed

        ISUM  element

     ISUM  analysis  has been  pcrformed with  the  same

   analysis  conditions  as shown  in Section 2.2, using  the

   ISUM  elemcnt  having the defiection function shown  in

   Section 2.3. 7 x  21 stiffiiess  integration points arc  set in

   the TSUM  element.  Yicld is judged by the Eggcr yield

   function at each  integration point. Fig. 7 and  Fig. 8 show

   the comparison  of  the angle  of  rotation-moment

   relationship  obtaincd  in ISUM  analysis  and  FEM

   analysis  using  dcflection functions considering  two

   halilwaves and  four hal'Pwavcs respectively.  When

   modes  up  to two halfwaves are  considcrcd,  and  if the

   aspect  ratio  is espccially  large and  the platc thickness is

   small,  then the error  compared  to FEM  is notable.  On the

   other  hand, when  modes  up  to four halrwaves are

   considered,  and  the difference in plate thickness has been

   improvcd significantly,  thcr¢  is good coincidcnce  with

   the results  ofFEM  analysis  up  to the ultimate  strcngth.

  -T2a2£ XCAiArAozAoj)
       i o'

X[{(4bS'i4ii'ja'l(i'+j?$)2  a2(.{f'iZ'ii'+')j)2)

  j'(itj')(i-j)?  uj'(i+j}
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        considering  1 to 4 halfwaves  modcs

 Next, Fig. 9 shows  the comparison  of  amplitudes  of

each  deflection mode  for ISUM  and  FEM  considering
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modes  up  to fbur halfiwaves. Good  coincidence  is found

fbr Ai to A3, and  the defiection shape  functions shown  in

cquation  (1) are perforrned correct]y, as predicted,
However,  there is a  trend o'r cstimating  Iower ampljtude

than that obtained  from FEM  when  the angle  of  rotation

has become Large. Bchaviors of  A4  don't colncide

betwccn ISUM  and  FEM.  The  cause  is considered  to be

in the estiniation of  in-plane strain-defiection

relationship  assuming  clastic response  of  the material

because A4 always  increases afier thc ultimate  strcngth.

ISUM  analysis  cons{dering  modes  above  five halfiwaves

has been also  carried  out, but improvcmerrt in accuracy  is

not  significant. A  largc number  of  deficction modes

rcsults in an  incrcase in the numbcr  of  dcgrees of

freedom, and  the original  advantages  of  ISUM  is lost,

Therefbre, modes  up  to fbur halfLwavcs are  considcred

appropriate  for iSUM  element  expressing  buckling in

in-plane bending.

3.

3.1

2

t.s

'"･
 
'd

es

 In thstructure

elementobiective

the  collapse  behavior and  the ultimatc  strength  of  double

bottombuckling

 in jn-plane bend

 Thcperforme

the collapse  analysis  by  ISUM.  Another  objective  ofthe

rcsearchbchavior

 of  double

resu]ts,

     o

      e e.5 1 IS 2 2.5 3
                tirtY

   Fig. 9 Comparison  on  amplitudes  of

        deflectien modcs  (a2tl5)
 Collapse analysis  of  double bottom

 structure  by the idealized structural

 unit  method

Objectives

is section,  the collapse  analysis  of  double bottom

   used  in the girder stmcture  of  the ISUM

  shown  in Section 2 is performcd. Thc  first

   of  the  pTescnt rescarch  is to validate  whether

  structures  can  be estimated  by considering

              ing.

collapse  analysjs  of  a double bottom structure is

  d by non-lincar  FEM  in this section  to validate

   is to gain knowledge  re]atcd  to collapse

          bottom  structures  rcferring  to these

 in addition  to thc  analysis  results  ofISUM.
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3.2 Analysisconditions

3.2.1 Details of  double bottom  structure  to be

     analyzed

 Details o'f the double bottom structurc  of  Panamax  sizc

bulk carrier  (models Pl  and  P2) used  in the  analysis  in

this section  are  described here.

 The  dimensions  and  the structural  arrangements  are

assigned  based  on  the  double bottom stmeture  of  a

Panamax  size  bulk carrier.  However,  openings  in the

girder ar ¢  not  modclcd.  Table 2 shows  the principal

dimenslons ofthis  modcl.  Fig. 1O shows  thc  arrangcmcnt

of  girders and  stiffeners.  Horizontal stiifeners  attached  to

girders are taken as 160 x  15 mm  flat bars.

         i--
         i

        
aL

        fi 1
         i         '

        
"r-

         t'
        ul

         I
         /         +

        ar-
      No.saL

      1, 1-1- le.  di1
      i. 3.Sb th sh

      I
      L.u-4y  

""
 

Stltt'ener

                    
un  Girdetualoor 10ninl

                    
-  Girder&F:obr14mm

  Fig. 1O An'angements  ofgirdcrs  and  stiffeners of

        models  Pl &  P2
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2 Principal dimensions ofdouble  bottom structure
Length ×

width(m)

Height

(m)numbcroffloorsnumber
efgirders

28.0×28.0 1.867 12 6

Innerbottom

thickncss(mm

Bottomthickness(mm)Floorspacea(mm)Long,Spaccb(mm

18 15 2,545 757

Girders&Floors
Thiclmess(mm)

ScantlingofInner
bottomandbottom

stiffeners(mm)

Model110,14 Modcl22o,2g
250x90x9f15

TorsionaLstiffnessof
bilgehoerGJNmm2)

6.45xloi6
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 Model Pl is prepared using  dimensiens close  to the

actual  design with  plating thickness at  the center  taken as

10 mm  and  at  thc ends  as  14 inm  in the girder web.

Model  ?2  is prepured by taking twice the plating

thickness  of  girder wcb  dcrivcd from this model.

322  Boundary  conditions

 The  boundary conditions  assigncd  arc  syinnictric

conditions  at the center  in the x  and  y dircctions of  the

double bottom  stmcture  since  the mode  is one-forth

rcgion.  The  mid-points  in the depth direction of  the end

sections  ofgirders  and  floors are  supported  in the  vertical

direction, as shown  in Fig. 11. For these support  points of

girders or  floors, only  uniform  displacements occur

normal  to their section.  As  shown  in Fig. 12, the  end

sections  of  girders and  floors are kept straight, and  they

rotate  about  the support  peints. The  linesjoining the ends

ofbottom  shell plating and  inner bottom plating between

adjacent  girders and  fioors are kept straight. The section

adjacent  to the stool is simply  supportcd  as shown  in Fig.

13. Torsional stiffucss clcments  are added  along  the

ncutra]  axis  of  the section  adjacent  to the bilge part, and

torsional stiflhess is assigned  assuming  the bilge hopper

tank. Torsional stiffhcss is ca]culated  usjng  the

dimcnsions of  bilge hopper tank of  the assumed  bulk

carricr. The  inner bottom pLating is not  shown  in Fig. 11

to Fig. 13.

                   Center

    ma Girder

     Fig. 1 1 Boundary  conditions

   (axis ofrotation  at bottom edges)
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Center

 
    AcEillEEI] irdef

     Fig, 12 Boundary  conditions

(end section  of  floor, girder and  bottom panel)

B"g

Center

e

   Fig. 13 Boundary  condition

(rotational constraint  at  bilgc cdges)

 3.2.3 Details ofISUM  model

  Details of  ISUM  model  used  for coliapse  analysis  are

 described below. The stiffened  pancl model  
9)
 combining

 ISVM  clcment  and  beam-column  elemcnts  proposed  in

 the third generation ISUM  is used  for stiffbned  pancls of

 bottom shell  plating and  inner bottom  plating. Meshing

 of  elements  is as  shown  in Fig. 14, with  4 mcshes

 bctween  fioors and  one  mesh  between  longitudinal

 stiffeners. Thc  deflection shapc  function considcred  arc

 of  two  types: the  three  halrwavc  mode  At  betwccn floors

 equivalent  to the  buckling mode  for compressive  loads in

 the direction of  the longer side  shown  in Fig, 15, and  the

 deflection shape  At in cylindrica] shape  equivalent  to the

 collapsc  mode  for comprcssive  loads in thc direction of
'
 the shorter  side. To satisfy continuity  ofdeflection  shape,

 the  amplitudcs  of  dcflection shape  function of  the  four

 ISUM  elcments  between  floors Al, At  are  cach  assigned

 thc same  unknown  variable.
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Fig. 14 ISUM  f beam-column mcsh  fbr outer  and  iimer

     bottom  plates
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Fig. 15 Idealized dcfiections of  outcr  and  inner bottom

     plates
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 16 Meshing  and  idealized deflections of  floors

L
llm'N

'

The  ISUM  elemcnt  fbr represcnting  buckling in

in-planc bending developed in Section 2 is uscd  fbr

floors (Fig. 16). One mesh  each  is used  fbr longitudinaL

spaee  and  girder deptli. The deflcction shape  function

consists  of  fbur kinds of  modes  from  onc  to four

hal"waves  in the  depth direetion of  the  girder.

Independent unknown  variables  are  assigned  to the

amplitude  of  deflcctien shape  of  individual ISUM

elemcnts.  Vertical stifibners  attached  to the floor are not

simulated  in this model.  By  setting the mesh  size
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mentioned  abovc  and  the deflection shape  function,

however, oui-ogplane  defbnmation of  floor along  the

vertical  stifTener  does not  occur  and  the effbct  of  thc

vertical  stiffbner  is considered.  Howevcr, it can  not

consider  the situation  that vertieal stiffeners collapse.

 For girder also,  the ISUM  element  developed in Section

2 is used.  For meshing  in the Iongitudinal direction, as

shoivn  in Fig. 17, fbur meshcs  are set to match  the nodes

of  the elements  forming the bottom sheL] plating and

inner bottom plating, and  one  mesh  is set in the depth

direction of  the girder. 
'fo

 considcr  the eifects of

out-oflplane  deformation constraints  of  girder duc to

stiffeners  in the  horizontal direction attached  to the girder,

Only  three  halewave  modes  in the depth direction ofthe

girder is considered  as thc deflection function. Common

unknown  variables  arc  assigned  to the amplitude  of

dcfiection shape  function of  the four ISUM  eLements

between  fioors.

 To  realize  the boundary conditions  shown  in Section

3.2.2, nodes  are  assigned  at  the mid-position  of  nodal

points located in the inner bottom plating and  bottom

shell  plating (center of  girdcr in the depth direction) at

the ends  of  model  touching  the  bilge hopper  tank and

lower stooL. Thc  displacements in z-direction  of  the

assigned  nodes  are  constrained.  Multiple point

constraining  conditions  arc  appropriatcly  assigned  to

othcr  nodes  located at  the ends  ofthe  model.

32.4 Details of  modeling  in non-linear  FEM

     analysis

 A  double bottom  structure  is modeled  using  only  shell

elements  in the  collapse  analysis  with  non-linear  FEM.

Meshes  arc given as  shown  in Fig. 18 and  [Ibble 3 so  that

buckling oflocul  panel can  be adequately  represented.  

'fo

reduce  the  caleulation  costs,  the vertical  stiffeners  are  not

modcled  by shell clemcnts.  Instead of  it, constraining

conditions  are  assigned  for out-ofiplane  defbrmation of

floor using  multiple  point constraints  (RBE2). Similar to

the ISUM  rnodel,  multiple  point constraining  conditions

are  appropriately  assigned  to the  nodcs  ]ocated at  the  cnd

of  the  domble  bottom  structure  to realize  the boundary

conditions  shown  in Sec. 3.2.2.
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Fig. 1 7 Mcshing  and  idealized deflcctions ofgirders

Tbble 3 Meshing  and  numbcr  ofelernents

FEM ISUM

Bctweenlong.Stiffeners6meshes1mesh

Betweentrans.girders18meshes4meshes
Floordepth 13meshcs1mesh

Stiffenerwebdepth 3meshes1mesh

NumberofElements 47,570 1,720

Fig.18  Meshing  for collapse  analysis

  structures  with  non-1inear  FEM
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. 19 Loadin
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    pressure load

g condition  ofvertical  p

k

ressure  load
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3.3 Collapse ana]ysis  of  double bottom

     structure  subjected  to pressure load in the

     vertieal  direction

3.3.1 Loading  condition

 Loading condition  is as shown  in Fig. 19. A uniforrn

upward  pressure load acts on  thc bottom shell  p]ating

assuming  thc condition  that sea  water  pressure acts  on

the bottom shell plating ofthe  double bottom structure  of

an ernpty  hold.

3.3.2 Panamax  size  bulk  carrier  (Model Pl)

 Collapse analyses  by ISUM  and  non-linear  FEM  havc

been carricd  out  for double bottom structure  ofPanamax

size  bulk carrier  (model Pl). The results  from both

analyses  have been compared  and  the accuracy  of  ISUM

analysis  has been validated,  The  comparison  of

deibrmation diagrams, watcr  h¢ ad-central  defiection

relationships,  and  stress  distributions is described below.

 The  analysis  is perfonned  using  the Newton-Raphson

and  load control  scheme,.  so  collapse  behavior cannot  bc

tracked  after  the  condition  of  decrease in load-carrying

capacity.  However,  both ISUM  and  FEM  analyscs  can  be

perforrned until  the  rigidity reduce  adequately,  and  thc

substantial  maximum  load carrying  capacity  of  the

structure  can  be obtained.  The  analysis  time  fbr FEM  is

about  6 hours and  for ISUM  is about  1O minutcs.  ISUM

is demonstrated  as  an  analysis  method  with  adequately

high etTicieney.

(a) Comparisonondeformationdiagrams

 Fig. 20  to Fig. 23 show  the  deformation diagrams

obtained  by non-linear  FEM  and  ISUM  analyses  at a

water  head  of  15 m  and  18 m  at  which  the  ultimatc

strength  of  the  structure  is reached.  These  deibrmation

diagrams are plotted so  that the top and  bottom of  the

double bottom structurc  arc  rcverscd  and  the  bottom

sh ¢ 11 plating is shown  at  the  top.

 Firstty, observing  the deformation diagrarns (Fig. 20

and  Fig. 21) at water  head of  15 m  frorn the results of

analyses  by both non-linear  FEM  and  ISUM,  buckling of

the  bottom shell plating oceur  near  the  central  part of  thc

double bottom subjected  to compression  resulted  from

overall  bending  ofthe  double bottom stmcture.  Moreover,

buckling in in-planc bcnding occur  near  the center  of  the

floor span  (hull center  line), These obseryations  verify

that the ISUM  element  for representing  buckling in

in-plane bending developed in Section 2 function

correctly. On  the  other  hand, the  results  of  non-linear
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FEM  show  defiection in the fixed mode  due  to water

pressure near  the  stool  cnd  of  the  bottom shell  plating,

but the deflection in the  fixed mode  from  local load due

to water  pressure on  panel could  not  be represented  by

ISUM  used  here, For this reason,  the deflection in thc

ISUM  resuLts  is deflection in thc  support  mode.

 At the water  head of  18 m  (Fig. 22 and  Fig, 23) at

which  the  double bottom structure  reaches  its ultimate

strength,  resu[ts  of  both  analyses  show  that large shear

deformation occurred  due to yield at the girder ends.

Shear defbnnation due to yiclding and  buckling in

in-plan¢  bending  occur  at  the  floor ends.  Moreoyer, very

1arge deflection occur  in the  panel near  the  hull center

line of  the bottom shell  plating, indicating that the  stage

aftcr  thc  ultimate  strength  has been  reached,  Thc  caus ¢  of

buckling in in-planc bending at the  floor ends  is thc

effect  of  elastic  torsional  sti'ffiiess element  considering

rigidity  ofthe  bilge hopper,

 As indicated above,  the position and  tjming of

occurrence  of  buckling and  yie]d of  strLictural elcmcnts

obtained  from  thc  ISUM  collapse  analysis  are  verified  to

agree  veTy  well  with  the results  ofnon-linear  FEM.

(b) Comparison of  water  head-celltral

     deflection relationships

 The  results  of  analysis  by ISUM  and  non-3inear  FEM

related  to the  re]ationships  between water  head and

displacement in the  vertical  direction at  the center  ofthe

double bottom are compared,  and  shown  in Fig. 24,

Three cases  of  analysis  by ISUM  are carried out  as

shown  in Tablc 4. Thc  ISUM  Case 1 in which  all  ISUM

elements  are assumed  to deflect out-oeplane,  showed

practically thc samc  displaccmcnt at  yarious  load lcvels

compared  to that  of  non-linear  FEM;  moreovcr,  the

ultimate  strength  values  also  coincided  extremely  well,

For ISUM  Casc 2, somc  difTbrencc in thc displaccmcnt

start  occurring  from  a  watcr  head  around  5 m  compared

to the analysis  resu]ts ofnon-linear  FEM  and  ISUM  Case

1. This is attributed to the  decrease in the  overaH  bending

rigidity  ofthe  double bottom  stmcture  due to buckling of

thc  bottom  shell  plating that occurs  at a  comparatively

early  stage,  whieh  is not  represented  in ISUM  Case 2

since  it does not  allow  fu11 buckling to occur.  With  rcgard

to ISUM  Case 3, although  the  occurrence  of  local

buckling of  the bottom sheLl plating can  be represented,

the decrease in rigidity  due to buckling in in-plane

bending  of  floors obscrvcd  in Fig, 20 and  Fig. 21 cannot

be considered.  For this rcason,  obviously  thc  difft)rence
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arises  fi'om a  water  head of  about  13 m  compared  to

ISUM  Case 1 and  the results  ofnon-linear  FEM  analysis.

 In this way,  sincc  buckling cannot  be represented  in all

or  some  ofthe  members  in ISUM  Case  2 and  Case  3, the

decrease in rigidity due to buckling cannot  be

represcntcd,  and  differencc in displacement arises  with

the analysis  results  of  non-linear  FEM.  With  regard  to

ultirnate  strength,  however, practically identical results

are  obtained.  The  reasons  for this are  described later.

Tab]e 4 Conditions ofISUM  analysis

Cascl NonnalISUManalysis(free
out-of-lanedet]ectionoflateelcment

Case2 Out-of-planedeflectionsofallISUM

latcelementsarcconstrained

Case3 Out-of-planedefiectionsofallISUM

plateclcmentsexprcssinggirderare
constrained

Fig.22 Deforrnatien at watcr  head

  non-linear  FEM  (model P1)1
 8 m  obtained  from

Fig. 20 Deformation at  water  head 15 m  obtained  from

     non-lincar  FEM  (model P1)

es
tT.

 Fig. 21 Defoirnation at  water  hcad  15 m  obtained  from
       ISUM  (medel Pl)
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Fig. 23 Deformation  at  water  hcad

     ISUM  (model Pl)
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Fig. 26  Average  shear  strcss  at floor ends
      (modelPl)

     Comparison  of  average  shear  stress-water

     head  relationships  at  girder ends

 Fig. 25 and  

'Fig.
 26 are plots of  average  shear  stress at

the cnds  of  girders and  floors obtained  from  ISUM  and

non-linear  FEM  results,  taking watcr  head along  the

horizontal axis.  As shown  in Fig. 25, load redistribution

occurs  when  Girder 1 yields. A  non-linear  response  of

the averagc  shear  stress  in Girder 2 and  Floor 5 is

indicated, in which  the rate of  change  increases with  th¢

water  head. Moreover,  shear  yield oecurs  first in Girder 1

and  then in Girder 2. All of  the fioors and  the girders

yield in shear  simultaneously  at the water  head of  18 m,

which  js the instant the stmcture  reaches  ultimatc

strepgth.  In view  of  the above,  it can  be concluded  that

the collapse  of  the entire  strueture  occur  at the instant all

of  the girders and  thc floors yield in shear.  Even in ISUM

Case  2 and  ISUM  Case 3 wherein  buckling in panel
elements  is disregarded partially and  entirely, almost  the

same  ultimate  strength  is deterrnined. This is bccause the

collapse  factors of  double bottom structure  can  be

considered  because of  the yield in shear  of  the girder

webs  and  not  because of  panel buckling of  girder wcbs

or  bottom shell  p]atjng.
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3.3.3 Double  bottom  structure  of  Panamax  size

     bulk carrier  with  increased girder

     dimensions (model Panel)

 The overall  collapse  of  model  Pl is because of  shear

yield of  the ends  of  all girders. Therefore, to study

collapse  factors other  than shear  yjeld of  girder ends,  a

derived model  (model P2) taking twice the web  plating
thickness of  girder is prepared. Cotlapse analyses  by

ISUM  and  non-linear  FEM  arc performcd and  this

derived model  is compared  and  validated.

(a) Comparisonofdeformationdiagrams

 Thc  deforrnation diagrams  at ultimatc  strength  obtained

from  ISUM  and  non-linear  FEM  analyses  are  shown  in

Fig. 27  to Fig. 30. Noticcable out-of-plane  deformation

showing  collapsc  of  floor panel at  the center  of  fioor

span  and  collapse  ofbottom  shell  plating at  the centeT  of

the double bottom, large shear  deformation due to yield
in the  joining parts of  girdcr ends  and  Girder 1 and  Floor

5, buckling of  the inner bottorn plating at  the fioor ends,

and  buckl'[ng in in-plane bending  of  fleor panels, etc.,

can  be  observed  from  the results  of  both analyses.

Moreover, the  notieeablc  overall  bending  deformation of

the double bottom stmcture  in the direction ofthe  fioors

accompanying  these  collapses  also  coincides,  as  seen  in

the results  of  both analyscs.  By  increasing the p]ating

thickness of  thc  girder web,  collapse  behavior evidently

difTerent frorn that ofmodel  P1 appears.

Fig. 27  Defbrmation  of  fiange plates at  watcr  head 30  m

      obtained  ftom  non-linear  FEM  (model P2)
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Fig. 28  Deformation  of  flange plates at  water  head  30 m

     obtaincd  from ISUM  (model P2)

Fig.29  Deformation  of  girders at  water  head  30

     obtained  from non-linear  FEM  (modcl P2)

  

Fig.30Defonnation of  girders at  water  head 30

     obtaincd  from ISUM  (model P2)

m

m

(b) Comparison  ot- water  head-central

    deflection relationships

 Fig. 31 shews  the comparison  of  water  head-central

defiection relationships  obtained  by ISUM  and

non-linear  FEM  analyscs  fbr model  P2. Herc  also,

analysis  results fbr 3 cases  of  Table 4 arc examincd.

First]y, similar  to model  Pl, the water  head-deflcction

relationships  at various  water  head levels for ISUM  Case

1 agree  very  well  with  the results of  non-linear  FEM

analysis,  and  fairly accuratc  ultimate  strcngth  results

have  also  been obtained.  For ISUM  Case 2 and  Case 3,

the  deflection at the  intermediate loading stage  and  the

ultimate  strength  differ considerably  from  the resu]ts  of

non-Einear  FEM  analysis.  In the estimation  of  ultimatc

strength  of  Case  2 in whieh  the amplitude  of  deflcction

ClassNK  TECHNICAL  BULLETIN  2008

shape  function of  all the ISUM  elements  is constraincd,

diffbrence occurs  compared  to non-linear  FEM.  This

indicatcs that the  local buckling of  bottom  shell  plating

and  inner bottom  plating panels and  girder webs  has

affected  the ultimate  strength  of  the double bottom

strueture. This mcans  that the  collapsc  factors are

ditferent from  the  shear  yield at  girder ends,  which  is the

collapse  factor for model  P] . On  the other  band, even  for

Case 3 in which  the amplitude  of  deflectioll of  only

ISUM  clemcnt  expressing  girder structure  is constrained,

difTerence occurs  eompared  to the ultimatc  strength  of

non-linear  FEM.  This difTlrrence is because the buckling

in in-plane bending of  floor in ISUM  Case 3 has not  been

represented.  Since the analysis  results of  ISUM  Case 1

shows  very  good correlation  with  thc analysis  results of

non-linear  FEM,  it can  be confirmed  that the buckling of

tloor has affected  the ultimate  strength,  and  that the

ISUM  elemcnt  reproducing  buckling in in-plane bending

developed in Scction 3 has functioned corrcctly.

(c) Comparison  of  ayerage  shear  stress-water

    head  relationships  at  girder ends

 Fig. 32 and  Fig. 33 arc  plot$ showing  thc statc  of

change  in the average  shear  stress  at  the ends  of  girders

and  fioors obtained  fi'o]n ISUM  and  non-lincar  FEM

results  with  the incrcase in the water  head. Herc too, the

results  ofISUM  analysis  show  exccllent  agrcement  with

the results  ef  non-linear  FEM  analysis.  At  the ultimate

strength,  while  the  girder ends  have  yielded in shear,  the

fioor cnds  have not  rcachcd  thc yielding stress  levcl; this

shows  that the shear  yield of  the floor ends  has not

occurTed.
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3.4 Collapse behavior of  doub]e bottom

      structure  subjected  to pressure load in the

      vertical  direction

 From  thc analysis  results of  modcls  Pl and  P2  shown  in

Scction 3.3, the coliapsc  mcchanism  of  doubie bottom

structurc  subjccted  to pressurc load in the vertical

dircction are discussed, Firstly, the shear  stress ofthe  end

sections  of  all girdcrs and  floors of  Modcl Pl have

reached  thc yicld leve] at  thc watcr  hcad of  18 m  at

which  thc structurc  co]lapses,  as  indicatcd in Fig, 25 and

Fig. 26. It is also  obscrved  that the uitimate  strength  is

decided regard]ess  of  the buckling of  the fiange plate
from thc ana]ysis  results (ISUM Casc 2 and  Case 3)

whcn  the out-ofplane  dcfbrmation ofplate  elements  arc

constrained  in ISUM  under  conditions  when  buckling is

prevcntcd. From  thesc analysis  rcsults, the shear  yield of

cnd  sections  of  girders and  fioors can  be considered  as

facLors that caused  the colLapse  of  model  Pl. On  the

other  hand, in casc  of  Model  P2, the  girdcr rcachcd  the

yicld strcss  level near  thc water  head  of  30 m  at which

thc  ultimate  strength  is rcachcd,  as  shown  in Fig. 32 and

Fig. 33, but the  fioors still have  residual  strcngth.

Moreover,  the rcsults  of  ISUM  Case  2 and  Casc  3 show

significant  differenees compared  to Case 1 considering

buckling of  thc ISUM  panel. From  thcsc  rcsults, the
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cffbct  of  buckling ofbottom  she]I  plating and  buckling in

in-plane bcnding of  floors on  the overall  strength  can  be

confirmcd.  Also, when  the overall  doublc bottom

structure  is viewed,  the collapse  of  modcl  P2 can  be

considered  as  bending collapse  that occurred  when  the

bottom shell  panels and  thc floor panels at  the central

part ofthe  double bottom bucklcd.

4. CONCLUSION

 As  part of  the developmcnt of  idealized stiuctural  unit

rnethod  that enablcs  collapse  ana]ysis  of  large scale

structures  such  as  hul] structure  by  enhancing  calculation

efiiciency,  the  objectives  of  the  present research  is to

develop new  ISUM  element  and  to use  this to realize

collapsc  analysis  of  double bottom  structures  with  high

accuracy.

 In Section 2, research  re]ated  to ISUM  element  used  for

defiection shape  function cxpressing  buckling in in-planc

bending has been canied  out  as part of  the development

of  ISUM  elements  fbr expressing  girder stmcture.  The

main  findings ofthc  prcscnt research  are  as  below.

 (1) When  a  rectangular  piate is subjected  to pure

in-plane bending moment,  mainly  one  haltLwave and  two

halfiwave deflection modes  in thc dircction of  the edged

subjcctcd  to the moment  develop. Thcsc  two  modes  form

typical  buckling mode  under  in-planc bcnding in which

deflection devclops, biascd on  the  eompression  sidc  in

bcnding of  the structure.

 (2) A  basic equation  cxpressed  by general notation  has

been  proposcd  to consider  combining  arbitrary  deflection

components.

 (3) By  comparing  calculated  results  using  thc  ncwly

developed  ISUM  clcmcnt  with  the  calculated  results  by

non-linear  FEM,  it has been con'firmed  that the balance

of  analysis  accuracy  and  calculation  costs  becomes

satisfactory  if a  deflection fUnction with  deflection

components  consisting  of  superimposition  from  one

haLf･waves to fbur balf-waves is used  as  a  defleetion

shapc  function. However,  thc  issuc of  overestimation  in

decreasing stress  after  ultimate  strength  remains,  similar

to the casc  ofrcctangular  plate TSUM  clcment  subjected

to in-plane comprcssive  loads in the casc  ofthin  plates.

 In scction  3, the ISUM  clcment  developed in Seetion 2

is uscd  in a girder stnicture, and  coliapse  analysis  has

been performcd on  a  double bottom structurc  subjected

to pressure load in the  vcrtical  direction. Studjes have

been  canied  out  to cornpare  the  calculated  results  ofthe
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samc  model  by non-linear  FEM  analysis  and  validate  the

analysis  accuracy  at  the same  time. The coLlapse

behavior of  double bottom stmcture  bas been also

studied  bascd on  the analysis  results.  The  findings ofthc

studies  are  as  given below.

 (l) Collapse analysis  of  one-fourth  region  model  of  a

double bottom structure  that required  about  six  hours

using  non-linear  FEM  can  bc carried  out  in about  10

minutes  using  ISUM,  thercby validating  its high

calculationcfficiency.

 (2) Collapse analysis  of  double bottom structure  by

ISUM  has bccn performed  for cascs  in which  buckling in

in-plane bcnding of  girder wcb  is considered/not

considered.  The accuracy  of  the solution  for the case

considering  buckling in in-plane bending is enhanced

significantly.  This indicated that the ISUM  element

representing  buckling in in-plane bending devcloped in

Section 2 imctioned correctly.

 (3) The  results  of  collapsc  analysjs  of  the double bottom

structurc  for two  cases  by ISUM  assuming  Panamax size

bulk can'ier  are  fbund to agree  very  well  with  the

analysis  results  of  non-lincar  FEM  after  comparison  of

deformation diagrams, watcr  head-ccntral dcflcction

relationships,  and  stress distributions. The  ultirnate

strength  of  the double bottom structure  is estimated  with

good  accuracy.

 (4) TXvo kinds of  colLapse  behaviour of  double bottom

structure  have  been  observed:  coltapse  duc to shear  yicld

of  girder end  sectjons,  and  bending collapse  duc to

bending loads on  girder and  compressionltension  load in

the flange area.

 A further direction of  this study  will  be to perfbrm

collapse  analysis  for doub]e bottom  stmctures  subjected

to pressure load and  longitudinal thrust, assuming

vertical  bending momcnt  acting  on  thc hull,

simultancously.  Vlaluable findings on  collapse  bchavior

of  double bottom stmcture  may  be obtained  by studying

the collapse  behavior under  combined  loads closc  to thc

actual  load condition  of  double bottom structures.  For

this, ISUM  element  that can  rcpresent  with  high accuracy

the buckling collapse  behavior Lmder  1arge compressive

thrust loads and  bending loads needs  to be developed.

 For  realization  of  collapse  analysis  of  ship's  hold

structure  or the entire hull, whjch  is the final objective  of

ISUM,  it is necessary  to deyelop tools that can  easi]y

generate mode]s  and  indicate ana]ysis  results,  in addition

to the development ofISUM  element  with  new  functions

ClassNK  TECHNICAL  BULLETIN  2008

requircd  for modeling.
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